
Most young people today are entirely comfortable with recording their entire lives 
online – much like other generations used to do in a diary. 

These days though, this often includes uploading and sharing photos, status 
messages on what has been happening in their lives or how they are feeling, and 
texting back and forth. While this ‘finger on the pulse, share all’ culture has some 
benefits, it can also create an environment in which teenagers and young people 
make impulsive decisions without thinking through the possible consequences. Often 
times, they are only a click away from doing something digitally that they would not 
normally do in the real world. 

Sexting and cyberbullying carries enough problems of its own but it can have real 
consequences if the content is shared with others – either by people forwarding it on 
using messages or emails or by uploading it onto a social networking site or website. 
This could result in immediate consequences, possibly within the school 
environment, Police involvement, severe effects on the mental health of those 
involved, or serious consequences for later in life such as if a prospective college, 
university or employer were to see it. 
 
Cyberbullying is when a child, preteen or teen is tormented, threatened, harassed, 
humiliated, embarrassed or otherwise targeted by another child, preteen or teen 
using the Internet, interactive and digital technologies or mobile phones. 
 
Recent statistics show that 

20% of children and young people indicate fear of cyber bullies made them reluctant to 
go to school 
5% reported self-harm 
3% reported an attempt of suicide as a direct result of cyber bullying 
Young people are found to be twice as likely to be bullied on FB as any other social 
networking site. 
28% of young people have reported incidents of cyberbullying on Twitter 
26% of young people have reported incidents of cyberbullying on Ask.fm 

 
Sexting generally refers to the sending of sexually explicit images via text, email, 
MSN or through social networking sites. For example, this could be a picture of a boy 
or young man exposing himself or a young woman in a state of undress. 
 
What can you do as a parent ?  
 
 
Please remind your children/teenagers that it is important not to put personal details 
on social media.” 
  
 



Protect yourself online: 
·         Only accept friend requests and other types of communication from 
people who you know and trust. 
·         Adjust your privacy settings so that you are in control of your profile and 
you know who is able to view it. 
·         Be aware that Facebook, Twitter and other forms of social media usually 
have some form of age restriction; Facebook for example is 13 years and 
upwards. 
·         If you are unfortunate enough to become a victim of online bullying, be 
sure to block the communications from the person sending them to you and 
report them to the site administrators. 

  
Advice for parents: 

● Try to put the computer in an easy to see place in the home so that you can 
monitor what sites your child is visiting 

● Check out the websites your child is using, just like you’d check out a 
school or a youth group they might visit. Have a look and make a judgement 
whether you think it is a safe environment for them to be involved in. 

● Set up reasonable guidelines and limits for internet usage. Understand that 
it may be a big part of their life but that it needs to be regulated 

● Explain to your children why it is important for them never to give out 
personal details or post pictures of themselves publicly, just like you would 
when you explain to them not to talk to strangers 

  
To find out more about keeping safe online, cyberbullying and how to act go to  
 
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/  
 
www.saferinternet.org.uk      www.childnet.com  
 
Article from the Daily Telegraph last week 
Kids staying up obsessed with smartphones 
Children as young as nine are so dependent on their mobile phones that they check 
them throughout the night. A quarter of pupils are turning up for school tired and 
unable to concentrate because of constant notifications from their devices. Almost 
half of 11- to 18-year-olds admitted checking social media accounts when they 
should be sleeping. Charlotte Robertson, of Digital Awareness UK, which worked on 
the survey with the Headmasters' and Headmistresses' Conference, said: "They 
want to be seen to be quite cool, to make sure they catch the joke - it's a huge 
driver." 
 

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/
http://www.childnet.com/
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/


Speaking in coded language has been used for years by teenagers trying to hide 
something, or communicating in their own way. The sudden growth of the online 
world allowed for more terms to appear and spread more quickly, creating a more 
universal, viral, version of the teen slang that’s been around for years. 

Not all of these terms are exclusively used online - they’re as likely to appear in 
spoken conversation as well as on social media messaging. 

These terms come and go, becoming out of date or appearing out of nowhere 
quickly, and some expressions that are cool in one part of the country may be 
considered outdated in another. 

For some of us IT dinosaurs here are some of the slang words and acronyms that 
have proved popular recently: 

●  'g' - a friend (boy to boy - originally from 'gangsta') 
●  acc - actually 
●  IK - I know 
● truss - I agree (from trust) 
● skl - school 
● fierce – looking amazing/ incredible 
● bromance – close friendship between, as you have probably already guessed, 

two boys. 
● 'ship - short word for relationship 
● on fleek – on point / executed really well 
● to ‘ghost’ someone – to completely ignore someone suddenly – ghosting 

someone can be a nasty way to break up with someone else. 
● basic – generally negative term – can mean boring as much as it can mean 

clumsy/careless/gross 
● bare, also spelled ‘bear’ – an alternative way of saying ‘really really’ or ‘a lot’ - 

e.g. “that is bare cool!’ 
● hella - really 
● blates - obviously 
● Ur - your 
● peak - unfortunate 
● cuz - friend (from cousin) 
● booted - left behind/dumped (as in ‘I was booted’) 
● kicked - same meaning as 'booted' 
● moving to (someone) - approaching, either aggressively or romantically 
● gassed - happy 
● wag1 (or wagwan) - what’s up? 
● preeing - looking at someone online also known as 'facebook stalking' 



● 'pre'-ing - pre-drinking 
● ill (or sick) - fantastic, cool ‘That gig was sick!’ 
● dench - synonym of ‘sick’ 
● cba  - can’t be bothered 
● merked - can mean really drunk/intoxicated/beaten up or even getting found 

out/told off 
● to be down/pumped for something - to be excited to do something 
● molly - term for ecstasy/MDMA 
● cray - shortened version of crazy  
● stacked - built, really muscly/well-built/toned 
● peng/tidy - really attractive 
● blessed - nice (person) 
● safe - reliable/good (person) 
● aired - ignored (someone) 
● swear - are you serious? 
● rolling - going 
● baffed - confused 
● slipping - messing up (as in ‘get caught slipping’)  
● 'b' - babe (but can be just a friend) 
● jokes - really funny e.g. 'that book is so jokes!’  
● fail - exclaiming ‘fail’ has become fairly popular with teens of late, and is fairly 

self-explanatory 
● yolo - you only live once!  
● swag - confidence or fancy clothes/jewellery 
● dope - really cool/awesome 

These are some terms that used to be current and may still be used now and then - 
teens all over the country have their own slang which are changing all the time: 

 ASL - age, sex, location (could mean your child is using an anonymous chat room) 

● CD9 - Code 9 (meaning parents are around) 
● GNOC - get naked on camera 
● KPC - keep parents clueless 
● IRL - in real life. See also: 
● MIRL - meeting in real life 
● LMIRL - let's meet in real life (fine if it's their friends) 
● IWSN - I want sex now 
● MOOS - member of the opposite sex 
● P911/P999 - parent alert 
● PAW - parents are watching 



● POS/MOS - parents over shoulder/mum over shoulder 
● RU/18 - are you over 18? 
● WYRN - what's your real name? 
● Zerg - to gang up on someone 
● 420 - marijuana 
● Classics you might use too: 
● LOL – Laugh out loud 
● BRB – Be right back 
● GTG – Got to go 
● WYSIWYG - What you see is what you get 

Go to the links below to find out what the symbols below represent and how to utilise 
their privacy settings 
http://parentinfo.org/article/setting-safety-and-privacy-settings-for-social-media-apps 

http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-centre/social-media-help  
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